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The topological analyses of the electrostatic potentialæ(r ) and the electron density distributionF(r ) have
been performed for a set of 20 neutral complexes with weak and moderate N‚‚‚H bonds. In all cases, a zero
flux surface of the electrostatic potential containing a saddle point analogous to the bond critical point of the
electron density distribution is observed. These surfaces define an equivalent of the atomic basin ofF(r ) for
the electrostatic potential, which exhibits zero net charge and can be regarded as an electrostatically isolated
region if its volume is finite. Theæ(r ) and F(r ) zero flux surfaces divide the hydrogen-bonding region in
three parts, being the central one related to the electrostatic interaction between donor and acceptor. This
central region exhibits a relative size of∼13-14% of the N‚‚‚H distancedNH, it belongs to the outermost
shell of the nitrogen and is mainly associated with its lone pair. Topological properties of bothF(r ) andæ(r ),
as well as the electron kinetic (G) and potential (V) energy densities, show similar dependences withdNH at
both bond critical points (æ-BCP andF-BCP). Phenomenological proportionalities between theF(r ) curvatures
and G and V are also found at the electrostatic potential critical point. The curvatures of the electrostatic
potential, which are interpreted in terms of the electrostatic forces in the bonding region, present the same
exponential dependency as the electron density distribution, to which they are related by Poisson’s equation.

1. Introduction

The molecular electrostatic potentialæ(r )1,2 has been exten-
sively used in the analysis of molecular reactivity due to the
electrostatic character of long range interactions between
molecules. In most cases, relevant features of this scalar field
are found outside the molecule, its outer envelop being
commonly set at 0.001 au of its electron density distribution
F(r ). For this reason, the topological analysis ofæ(r ) focuses
in the location of critical points3,4 and zero-flux surfaces5 in
the surroundings of the molecule, outside the bonding regions.
Other molecular properties are preferred for the study of atomic
binding. This is the case ofF(r ), whose topological analysis,
performed within the framework of the atoms in molecules
(AIM) theory,6 has been successfully applied to a wide range
of interatomic interactions.

The topological analysis of the electrostatic potential in
binding regions reveals the presence of bond critical points
analogous to those of the electron density,7 leading to a saddle
point corresponding to a minimum ofæ(r ) along the interaction
bond path and a maximum in the plane perpendicular to this
direction. Both the electrostatic potential at the critical point
æ-BCP and the position of this point in internuclear regions
appear related to properties of bonded atoms. For instance,
atomic properties like atomic radius or electronegativity have

been derived from the topological analysis of the electrostatic
potential.8-10 Moreover, these critical points are related to the
existence of zero-flux surfaces ofæ(r ) which define a partition
of the space in basins (æ-basins) different from those obtained
for the electron density (F-basins) as experimentally observed
in crystals.11

In the case of hydrogen bonding interactions, the presence
of æ(r ) bond critical points has been reported for one experi-
mentally determined electron density distribution.12 To our
knowledge, there are no more studies on the topology of the
electrostatic potential, neither experimental nor theoretical, in
hydrogen bonds (HB’s) that this previously referenced. This
situation contrasts with the extensive number of topological
analyses of the electron distribution that have been undertaken
for studying this type of interaction. Thus, former experimental
analyses revealed the close relationship between theF(r )
distribution at the HB critical point and the local electron kinetic
and potential components of the energy at the same point.13-15

Topological properties ofF(r ) have been also appeared to be
related to the interaction energy,13,16,17 a result that has been
used to retrieve an interaction potential for weak and moderate
H‚‚‚O hydrogen bonds.18 Moreover, in the theoretical study of
the H‚‚‚F interaction, the dependence of the topological proper-
ties with the internuclear distance has been proved helpful to
understand the transition from weak van der Waals interactions
to strong covalent bonds.19,20

As the main contribution to the hydrogen bond energy is
electrostatic,21 the analysis of the electrostatic potential can be
a useful complement to the rich information provided by the
electron distribution. With the aim of providing insight on the
electrostatic properties of the HB interactions, bothæ(r ) and
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F(r ) have been determined byab initio methods for a set of 20
X-N‚‚‚H-Y complexes, and their respective topological
properties have been analyzed.

This is the first study on the topology of the electrostatic
potential in hydrogen-bonded complexes. In order to avoid the
effect of the significant covalency that is shown up in strong
hydrogen bonds, and therefore to make the interpretation easier,
only weak and moderate interactions have been considered. In
addition, this range of interactions is particularly of interest for
a later experimental study in crystals, where weak and moderate
N‚‚‚H hydrogen bonds are by far much more common than the
strong ones.

2. Computational Details

Calculations were performed for 20 complexes formed by
one hydrogen donor (D) and one hydrogen acceptor (A)
molecules linked by a N‚‚‚H interaction, the hydrogen and
nitrogen atoms belonging to the D and A molecules, respec-
tively. The studied systems are the combinations of four acceptor
(HCN, LiCN, N2, and NH3) with five donor (C2H2, HCl, HCN,
CNH, and HF) molecules, all of them chosen in order to obtain
a cylindrical symmetry in the bonding region.

The geometry of the complexes has been optimized at the
MP2/6-311++G(d,p) and MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ22 computational
levels implemented in the Gaussian-03 package.23 C3V symmetry
has been imposed to the complexes where NH3 is involved,
andC∞V for the rest. The equilibrium geometry of the structures
has been confirmed by frequency calculations. The electrostatic
potential has been evaluated within the Gaussian-03 facilities
at both computational levels. The electron density distribution
obtained at both levels has been analyzed with the AIMPAC24

and MORPHY9825 programs within the AIM framework. The
quality of the atomicF(r ) integrations has been tested by
checking the value of the integrated Laplacian within the
F-basins, which must be 0. For each monomer, the sum of
atomic charges was smaller than 10-3 e, indicating that only
small errors are present on the integrated properties.26

dNH distances are systematically smaller for MP2/aug-cc-
pVTZ than for MP2/6-311++G(d,p) (Table 1), being the largest
relative difference 4.9% in the case of N2‚‚‚HCCH. The axial
geometry of the studied complexes has been proved in 11 cases
by microwave spectroscopy,27-36 being the experimentaldNH

distance closer to the values obtained with the MP2/6-311++G-
(d,p) calculation in ten cases. In spite the variation on the
calculated distancedNH from one to other computational level,
the dependence of theF(r) andæ(r) properties ondNH are similar
in both computational levels. Thus, only the results from one
of the basis sets (6-311++G(d,p)) will be discussed in the
following section (results for aug-cc-pVTZ are given in Sup-
porting Information). In addition, the smaller size of the
6-311++G(d,p) basis set makes it more suitable to study larger
systems.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Zero Flux Surfaces in the Hydrogen-Bonding Region.
In some aspects, the electrostatic potentialæ(r ) and the electron
densityF(r ) topologies show equivalent features, as both scalar
fields present important similarities. Indeed, both exhibit (i) local
maxima at the nuclear positions37 and (ii) (3,-1) critical points
between bonded atoms,3 indicating that topological bond critical
points show up for the electrostatic potential (æ-BCP’s) and
for the electron density distribution (F-BCP). On the other hand,
there are also important differences between them. Thus, while

F(r ) can present local maxima outside the nuclear positions,
this is not possible foræ(r ). Another important difference is
that, while the electron density distribution is found positive
everywhere, local accumulations of electrons (as, for example,
in lone pair regions) lead to negative electrostatic potential
values, appearing negative local minima ofæ(r ) that have no
counterpart inF(r ).

For the acceptor molecules, the presence of a lone pair
suitable for the formation of a hydrogen bond is revealed by a
local minimum in the electrostatic potential (Table 2). For the
four studied acceptor molecules, the electrostatic potential is
deeper at the minimum position as the negative charge of the
nitrogen is larger. On the other side, the distance from the
nitrogen nucleus and the dipole moment does not classify as
these properties, as the shortest distance corresponds to NH3

and the dipole moment of HCN is larger than that of NH3. In
spite the absence of a good correlation, both the position and
the depth of the electrostatic potential well appear related to a
larger electron population of the negative atom, favoring stronger
N‚‚‚H interactions. According to Table 1, as the minimum is
closer to the nitrogen, the N‚‚‚H distance tends to be shorter, a
result previously observed39 that has been used to define
hydrogen bond radii.40

Upon formation of the complexes, the local minima of these
monomers disappear, giving rise to aæ(r ) (3, -1) bond critical
point between the nitrogen and the hydrogen atom involved in

TABLE 1: N ‚‚‚H Distances of the Studied Complexes
Observed from Both Computational Levels and from
Experiments Where Values Are Sorted for the MP2/
6-311++G(d,p) Calculation

MP2/6-311++G(d,p)
(Å)

MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ
(Å)

experimental
(Å)

H3N‚‚‚HF 1.703 1.681 1.78a

LiCN‚‚‚HF 1.731 1.699
LiCN‚‚‚HNC 1.796 1.770
H3N‚‚‚HNC 1.801 1.797
H3N‚‚‚HCl 1.820 1.739
LiCN‚‚‚HCl 1.868 1.781
HCN‚‚‚HF 1.888 1.835 1.879b

HCN‚‚‚HNC 1.982 1.932
LiCN‚‚‚HCN 2.088 2.024
HCN‚‚‚HCl 2.106 2.014 2.121c

H3N‚‚‚HCN 2.127 2.106 2.156d

N2‚‚‚HF 2.137 2.055 2.165e

N2‚‚‚HNC 2.235 2.171
LiCN‚‚‚HCCH 2.262 2.181
HCN‚‚‚HCN 2.265 2.188 2.224f

H3N‚‚‚HCCH 2.291 2.262 2.333a

N2‚‚‚HCl 2.360 2.297 2.417g

HCN‚‚‚HCCH 2.417 2.321 2.406h

N2‚‚‚HCN 2.508 2.413 2.486i

N2‚‚‚HCCH 2.620 2.498 2.604j

a Reference 34.b Reference 27.c Reference 29.d Reference 33.
e Reference 30.f Reference 28.g Reference 31.h Reference 35.i Ref-
erence 32.j Reference 36.

TABLE 2: æ(r) and G(r) Topological Properties of the
Monomers Acting as Electron Donors

da (Å) æb (eÅ-1) qc (e) µd (eÅ)

LiCN 1.315 -0.25 -1.22 1.94
NH3 1.283 -0.21 -1.04 0.36(0.31)
HCN 1.390 -0.13 -1.02 0.62(0.62)
N2 1.573 -0.04 0.00 0.00(0.00)

a Distance from the nitrogen nucleus to the minimum of electrostatic
potential.b Value of æ(r ) at this point.c Net charge of the nitrogen.
d Dipole moment of the monomer. Values in parenthesis correspond to
experimental determinations from ref 38. The last two magnitudes have
been calculated by integration ofF(r ) within the atomic basins.
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the hydrogen bond. In contrast to the parallel trend observed
between the position of the electrostatic potential minimum in
the monomers and the N‚‚‚H distance in the dimers, there is no
clear correspondence between the valueæmin(r) in the monomers
and that ofæ(r ) at the æ-BCP in the dimers.æ-BCP’s in
hydrogen bonds were also found in a previousæ(r ) topological
analysis derived from an experimental electron density study.12

Like for the electron density distribution,æ(r ) decays from both
nuclear positions along the bond direction, where the (3,-1)
bond critical point is situated. As the electric field is defined as
E ) -∇æ, two electric field lines starting at each nuclei and
ending atæ-BCP define foræ(r ) an analogous of theF(r ) bond
path.11 Moreover, asæ(r ) at æ-BCP exhibits a local maximum
in the plane perpendicular to the bond path, a set of electric

field lines start atæ-BCP within this plane, defining a zero-
flux surface forE between the nuclei.

These last features are shown for the LiCN‚‚‚HNC complex
in Figure 1. Thus, in Figure 1a, we observe the internuclear
zero-flux surface in the N‚‚‚H region, and the concomitant
æ-BCP. Moreover, the comparison of Figure 1b and Figure 1a
reveals the formation of a zero-flux surface bridging donor and
acceptor molecules and surrounding the H atom. This last atom
presents a finiteæ-basin in the dimer, while in the monomer
its æ-basin extends to infinity. A similar situation is observed
in the experimental electron density of ibuprofen,12 where the
hydrogen of the carboxylate group presents an infiniteæ-basin
in the isolated molecule, and a finiteæ-basin in the hydrogen-
bonded dimer.

Figure 1. Electric field lines for (a) the LiCN‚‚‚HNC complex and (b) the HNC monomer. (c) Gradient vector field∇F(r ) for the LiCN‚‚‚HNC
complex, showing the atomic basins. Ticks are in angstroms and (3,-1) critical points are denoted by black squares. Electric field lines starting
at the nuclei are confined to volumes that correspond toæ-basins and are enclosed by zero-flux surfaces ofæ(r ). æ-basins are colored according
to the type of nucleus: C (grey), N (blue), H (black), and Li (red). Green lines in part a correspond to the zero-flux surface bridging both molecules.
For the Li-nucleus in part a and for the H-nucleus in part b, theæ-basins extend formally up to infinity.
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The Gauss theorem states that a closed surface being crossed
by the same quantity of electric field lines outward than inward
encloses a region with zero net chargeq ) 0. A particular case
is a zero-flux surface ofæ(r ), being impermeable to all the field
lines (E ) -∇æ) growing inside and outside the enclosed
region. This kind of surface is not therefore crossed neither
outward nor inward byE lines. Closed surfaces obtained from
the topological analysis ofæ(r ) in molecular systems (hereafter
æ-surfaces) are of this last type. They always enclose a unique
positive punctual charge (namely, the nucleus) and each electric
field line starting at its position is finishing at a critical point
lying on theæ-surface, which does not belong to the formed
basin (hereafter,æ-basin). Thus, the existence of aæ-surface
enclosing allE lines within its associated finiteæ-basin can be
regarded as an electrostatic shield, avoiding the accessibility of
any external charge to this region (inward) and of any internal
charge to the external zone (outward). In this way,æ-basins
behave as electrostatically isolated regions.

It must be noticed that, according to quantum mechanics, there
is a fluctuation on the electronic population of a finite volume
of the system kept fixed and two possible interpretations can
be given. In the first case, it is only on a time average that
finite æ-basins, considered as fixed regions, have zero net charge
and are electrostatically isolated. The zero-flux surfaces and the
electron populations are defined from the expectation values
of the electrostatic potential and the electron density operators.
Thus, any fluctuation of the electron density around its expecta-
tion value can produce a nonzero net charge on theæ-basin if
the zero-flux surface is kept fixed. In the second interpretation,
the fluctuation on the electron population, and therefore on the
electron density distribution, leads to a concomitant fluctuation
of the zero-flux surfaces limiting finiteæ-basins. The volumes
of the latter are thus time dependent and, at each time, they
enclose a zero net charge, as stated by the Gauss theorem for
this kind of systems. In this way, each observedæ-basin is the
time average region over all its possible fluctuations.

The electric field lines surrounding the complex (Figure 1a)
and the isolated donor monomer (Figure 1b) clearly indicate
the electrostatic character of these entities. Thus, for each of
them,E lines flowing from one side to the opposite one of the
chemical unit typically characterize their electric dipoles, in
accordance with their electrostatic description (among the
complexes, LiCN‚‚‚HNC exhibits the greatest dipole moment
µ ) 3.05e Å, and for HNC,µ ) 0.69e Å).

In addition, it should be noted that the absence of monopolar
moment in both cases is revealed by the flux ofE lines observed
outside the molecule or complex, as the total flux of any surface
far enough to enclose all the electron density in the system is
zero. For theæ-basins extending to infinity, we observedE lines
flowing from positively charged sources to negatively charged
traps.

On the other hand, due to the formation of aæ-basin with a
finite volume enclosing the hydrogen nucleus in the complex,
the donor molecule in LiCN‚‚‚HNC is surrounded by a zero-
flux surface ofæ(r ) (Figure 1a). This appears related to the
charge transfer between the interacting molecules in the
complex, which charges negatively the donor and leads to the
formation of a molecularæ-surface enclosing the electron
distribution that completely screens the positive charge of the
nuclei. As seen in the electrostatic potential of ionic crystals,11

theæ-basins of the anions appear contracted while most of the
volume of the crystal is filled by theæ-basins of the cations, as
a consequence of the charge transfer between ions. The zero-
flux surface enclosing the donor molecule is analogous to the

zero-flux surface surrounding anions,5 in spite the donor
molecule is only partially charged. This surface has been
assimilated to ionic radii,5 but this assumption seems not to hold
for ionic crystals.11

For all complexes, theæ-surface andæ-BCP in the HB region
are closer to the nitrogen nucleus than theF-surface andF-BCP
due to the negative net charge of this atom. The position of
both critical points, identified by the distances from the nitrogen
nucleus (dNæ anddNF), show a linear dependence with the bond
distance (dNH): dNæ ) 0.358(8)dNH + 0.33(2) anddNF ) 0.468-
(8)dNH + 0.38(2) (correlation factorsR2 ) 0.9907 and 0.9942,
respectively). As the interaction becomes stronger, the electronic
shells of the nitrogen and hydrogen atoms are more compressed
within the internuclear region. This compression pushes both
the electrostatic and the atomic surfaces toward the hydrogen
nucleus, as shown by the shift of the relative positions of both
BCP’s, given bydNæ/dNH anddNF/dNH in Figure 2.

As seen in this last figure, the distance between both relative
positions remains approximately constant in spite of their shift
toward the hydrogen nucleus when strengthening the N‚‚‚H
interaction. The relative size of the region comprised between
both critical points ((dNF - dNæ)/dNH) ranges between 0.13 and
0.14 for our data set. The last result indicates that∼13-14%
of the internuclear region, which belongs to theF-basin of the
nitrogen atom and is mainly populated by its lone pair, is
involved on the electrostatic interaction with the positively
charged hydrogen atom (Figure 3). Thus, the attractive N‚‚‚H
electrostatic interaction takes place mainly inside theæ-basin
enclosing the H-nucleus.

As shown in Figure 3, theæ(r ) zero-flux surface is closer to
the N-nucleus than that ofF(r ), and the full N‚‚‚H internuclear
space can be therefore divided in three regions. Region I, which
is limited by theæ-surface, involves the region whereF(r )
screens completely the N-nucleus. Regions II and III, which
enclose the H-nucleus, correspond to theF(r ) distribution
comprised between the zero-flux surfaces ofæ(r) andF(r), being
mainly associated with the nitrogen lone pair, and to the
positively charged basin of the hydrogen atom. As far as the
complete volume occupied by these two last regions is limited
by a æ(r ) zero-flux surface, and region II is associated with a
negative charge distribution, thenqII < 0 and this net charge
must be the exact counterpart of that of region III (i.e.,qII ) -
qIII ). It is pointed out that formallyqII * q (N) andqIII * q (H),

Figure 2. Relative positions ofæ-BCP (black symbols and solid line)
andF-BCP (white symbols and dashed line), respectively defined as
dNæ/dNH and dNF/dNH, Vs the N‚‚‚H distance (dNH). The curves are
calculated from the linear dependences ofdNæ anddNF with dNH.
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as the N-basin extends out theæ-basin and the latter extends
out the H-basin in the complex (see Figure 1, parts a and c),
even if close correspondencesqII ≈ q(N) andqIII ≈ q(H) can
be established.

3.2. The Curvatures of the Electrostatic Potential.The
molecular electrostatic potential is the superposition of the bare
nuclear potential (æn(r )), defined as the electrostatic potential
generated by the nuclei, and the contribution of the electrons.
The attraction of the nuclei is the main force conditioning the
electron distribution in the molecule, to the point that a close
similarity exists between the topologies ofæn(r ) and F(r ).41

Thus,æn(r ) presents a (3,-1) critical point in all the studied
complexes that is found at a distance less than 0.1 Å from
F-BCP, the atomic basins almost matching with the electrostatic
influence zones of the interacting nuclei in the hydrogen-bonding
region.

The addition of the negative electronic contribution to the
always positiveæn(r ) distribution results in a decrease of the
potential that becomes negative in the hydrogen-bonding region
for three complexes (H3N‚‚‚HCCH, HCN‚‚‚HCCH, and
LiCN‚‚‚HCCH). As observed in most cases,7 the electronic
contribution has no qualitative effect on the topology in the
bonding regions, and bothæn(r ) and æ(r ) present a (3,-1)
critical point in the internuclear region. However, due to the
largest screening of the N-nucleus,æ-BCP is shifted toward
this atom, resulting in the separation betweenæ-BCP andF-BCP
and in the formation of the intermediate region described in
the previous section.

As in the case of the electron density, diagonalization of the
Hessian matrix ofæ(r ) at any point of the bond axis, and in
particular atæ-BCP and atF-BCP, yields to one positive (γ|)
and to two negative eigenvalues (here both are equal toγ⊥ due
to the actual symmetry of the systems), which represent the
three main curvatures ofæ(r ) at that given point. Atæ-BCP
andF-BCP,γ| andγ⊥ decay exponentially withdNH (Figure 4),

being the correlation factor of the fitted exponentials much better
for the parallel than for the perpendicular curvature (Table 3).

The negative ofγ| and ofγ⊥ are the derivatives of the electric
field in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the bond.
At shorterdNH distances, variations of the electric field are more
important because (i) the distances to the nuclei are reduced
and (ii) since the electrons are confined in a smaller volume,
the electron density is larger. The relationship between the
electron density and the curvatures ofæ(r ) is given by Poisson’s
equation (Gauss system)

whereZR andrR are the atomic number and the position of the

Figure 3. æ(r ) (solid line) andF(r ) (dashed line) profiles along the
N‚‚‚H bond axis in the LiCN‚‚‚HCN complex. The complete N‚‚‚H
internuclear space can be divided in two electrostaticæ-basins and three
regions: region I, corresponding to the firstæ-basin, and regions II
and III, corresponding to the second one. As far asq ) ∫Ω F(r ) dΩ )
0 for the finiteæ-basins (Gauss theorem):qI ) 0 andqII ) - qIII . The
intermediate region II comprised between both BCP’s is in grey and
represents a relative size (dNF - dNæ)/dNH of ∼ 0.13- 0.14. The electron
distribution occupying region II is responsible for the attractive
electrostatic force exerted on the positively charged hydrogen basin at
the F-surface. Atæ-BCP the electrostatic force vanishes, as∇æ ) 0.
æ(r ) andF(r ) are given ine Å-1 ande Å-3, respectively.

Figure 4. γ|, γ⊥ (squares), and 4πF (circles)Vs dNH at æ-BCP (black
symbols, solid lines) and atF-BCP (white symbols, dashed lines). For
γ| andγ⊥, the exponential curves have been obtained from the fitting
parameters given in Table 3, while for 4πF they have been derived
from the exponential dependencies ofγ| andγ⊥ and eq 2. The curves
derived for 4πF from the fittings indicated in Table 3 match exactly
those represented here.

TABLE 3: Fittings of Topological and Energetic Properties
at Both Critical Points

æ-BCP F-BCP

ya a b (Å-1) R2 a b (Å-1) R2

γ| (eÅ-1) 440(20) 2.22(3) 0.998 20(2) 102 2.91(6) 0.996
γ⊥ (eÅ-1) -190(70) 2.9(2) 0.956-11(2) 102 3.2(1) 0.989

-73(3) b 0.953 -680(10) b 0.986
F (eÅ-3) 13(3) 1.9(1) 0.960 19(4) 2.4(1) 0.969

23.2(6) b 0.960 50(1) b 0.959
λ| (eÅ-5) 126(9) 1.59(4) 0.992 400(30) 2.40(5) 0.996
λ⊥ (eÅ-5) -160(40) 2.4(2) 0.972-5(1) 102 3.2(2) 0.979
G (kJ mol-1a0

-3) 20(2)102 1.64(5) 0.989 7570(70) 2.54(5) 0.995
V (kJ mol-1a0

-3) -8(2)104 2.3(1) 0.969 -9(3) 104 3.8(2) 0.988

a Properties fitted to unweighted exponentials of the formy ) a
exp(- bdNH), wherea and b are the fitted parameters.b b parameter
fixed to the value ofγ|.

∇2æ(r ) ) - 4π ∑
R

ZRδ(r - rR) + 4πF(r ) (1)

Properties of the Electrostatic Potential J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 111, No. 28, 20076429



atomR andδ(r ) is the Dirac delta. According to this relation-
ship, at positions other than nuclear∇2æ(r ) is always positive
and hence no local concentrations ofæ(r ) can appear. At the
critical points, Poisson’s equation leads, after diagonalization
of the ∇2æ Hessian matrix, to

whereF is the electron density magnitude. The electron density
at bothæ-BCP andF-BCP presents an exponential dependence
with the internuclear distance that appears closely related to
the dependences of bothγ| and γ⊥ (Figure 4). Thus, the
exponential increase ofγ| and γ⊥ as dNH decreases implies a
larger split of the valuesγ| and 2|γ⊥| that results, according to
eq 2, in an exponential increase ofF at the critical points.

If F, γ| and γ⊥ present ay ) ae-bdNH dependence, theb
parameter for the three magnitudes should be the same according
to eq 2. As the correlation factor is clearly better forγ| in the
exponential fits of Table 3 at both critical points, a new
exponential fit was performed forγ⊥ andF with b fixed at the
value for γ|. As seen in Table 3 and in Figure 4, a singleb
parameter can be used for describing the exponential decay of
the three magnitudesγ|, γ⊥ andF. Moreover, their corresponding
coefficientsa (a|, a⊥, andaF, respectively) fulfill the condition
4πaF ) a| + 2a⊥, according to Poisson’s equation. Thus, an
exponential dependence that successfully describe the evolution
of F for the studied complexes can be derived fromγ| andγ⊥.

The curvaturesγ| andγ⊥ are related to the electrostatic force
Fe(r ), which is a component of the total force experienced by
the electrons42

Here,F(r ,r ′) is the electron pair density and can be decomposed
as

where exchange and correlation effects are contained in
FXC(r ,r ′). By using this decomposition,F(r ) can be expressed
as the sum of conservative and nonconservative terms. The
conservative term is the electrostatic force

which vanishes atæ-BCP. A more correct form ofFe(r ) would
include a factor (N - 1)/N (N being the number of electrons of
the system) multiplying the integral of eq 5.43 This term takes
account of the fact that an electron does not interact with itself.
In the systems considered here, (N - 1)/N factors are within
the range 0.95-0.97, and no important differences are expected
between both definitions of the electrostatic force.

In the immediate surroundings ofæ-BCP, the electrostatic
force can be expressed as

where cylindrical symmetry is supposed,z0 is the position of
æ-BCP in the bond axis, andẑ and r̂ are unit vectors in the
directions parallel and perpendicular to the bond, respectively.

As the nuclei behave as a set of positive point charges, their
contribution toæ(r ) lead to the Laplace’s equation∇2æn(r ) )

0 in all the space but the nuclear positions. Therefore, the nuclear
contributions toγ| and γ⊥ (γn,| and γn,⊥) must fulfill the
condition

at æ-BCP. As a consequence, bothγn,| and 2|γn,⊥| must show
the same dependency withdNH. According to the sign of the
curvatures and to eq 6, the electrostatic force exerted by the
æ-basins points outwardæ-BCP along the hydrogen bond
direction and inward in the perpendicular plane to that direction,
being the force constant in the parallel directionγn,| twice than
γn,⊥ in the perpendicular one.

The contribution of the electron density distribution outside
the bonding region reduce the curvatures originated by the nuclei
atæ-BCP, as the electrostatic force resulting from the interaction
with these electrons points in opposite direction to the interaction
with the nuclei. On the other side, the electrostatic force exerted
by the electron distribution aroundæ-BCP points outward the
latter in all directions, therefore increasingγ| while decreasing
γ⊥. Following this description, the contribution of the nuclei
and the electron distribution outside the bonding region produces
the increase ofγ| andγ⊥ asdNH decreases, while the contribution
of the electron distribution in the bonding region produces the
splitting of γ| and 2|γ⊥| required by eq 2, making the
electrostatic potential (i) flatter in the perpendicular plane, and
(ii) sharper along the bond direction, as shown by the small
|γ⊥| and largeγ| magnitudes, respectively.

According to the similarity on the exponential dependences
of γ|, γ⊥, andF, proportional relationships are expected between
these magnitudes, being the proportionality constants easily
derived from thea coefficients in Table 3. Thus, a linear
relationship is clearly observed betweenγ| andγ⊥ at both critical
points (Figure 5a), being the slope in variance with the expected
value (-0.34(5) and-0.17(1) atF-BCP andæ-BCP respec-
tively) and the independent term in the limit of three times its
standard deviation. On the other side, the fit for the linear
relationship ofF vsγ⊥ presents a slope smaller than the expected
values of -0.073(2) and-0.32(2) at F-BCP and æ-BCP
respectively, a significant independent term in both cases, and
a poorR2 factor atæ-BCP (Figure 5b).

The dependence of the topological properties with the bonding
distance is given, in first approximation, by the pair of
interacting atoms. The rest of the system, which in the case of
the complexes corresponds to the rest of the acceptor and donor
molecules, modify the properties of these atoms, tuning the form
of these dependences. Thus, each of the studied complexes
present a slightly different set of curves describing the variation
of the topological properties withdNH. For each complex, a
single point corresponding to its equilibrium distance is included
in the derivation of the dependences withdNH for the whole set
of complexes, which are therefore an average of the curves of
the individual complexes.

As in the case ofF(r ), the perpendicular curvature ofæ(r )
presents a larger scattering around its dependence with the
interatomic distance than the parallel one. Thus, theγ| andλ|

curves obtained for the individual complexes are very similar,
while larger differences between complexes are observed for
the dependences ofγ⊥ and λ⊥. Accordingly, it is interpreted
that, while the parallel curvatures of bothF(r ) andæ(r ) depend
mainly on the two interacting atoms, the perpendicular ones
are more affected by the environment, respresented by the rest
of the atoms in the complex.

As for γ⊥, the electron density at both critical points presents
an important scattering around the exponential dependence with

4πF ) γ| + 2γ⊥ (2)

F(r ) ) - F(r ) ∑
R

ZR

r - rR

|r - rR|3
+ ∫ d3r′ F(r ,r ′)

r - r ′

|r - r ′|3
(3)

F(r ,r ′) ) F(r )F(r ′) + FXC(r ,r ′) (4)

Fe(r ) ) F(r ) (∑
R

ZR

|r - rR|
- ∫ d3r′

F(r ′)

|r - r ′|) ) - F(r )E(r )

(5)

Fe(r ) ) F(r )(γ| (z - z0)ẑ + γ⊥ r r̂ ) (6)

γn,| ) 2|γn,⊥| (7)
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dNH. Thus, the expected proportionality betweenγ⊥ and F is
difficult to retrieve, as the effect of the environment increases
the scattering around the line. Moreover, the environment effects
onγ⊥ andF are expected to be correlatedVia eq 2, which would
affect the form of the dependences between these magnitudes.

3.3. Topological Properties of the Electron Density.The
behavior of the topological and energetic properties ofF(r ) at
æ-BCP is analogous to that observed atF-BCP.13,44 Indeed,
besides the magnitude ofF, the curvatures ofF(r ) in the
directions parallel and perpendicular to the bond (λ| and λ⊥,
respectively) along with the electron kinetic (G) and potential
(V) energy densities atæ-BCP decay exponentially with the
distance, exhibiting similar correlation factors than atF-BCP
(Table 3). In addition, atæ-BCP,∇2F is positive and decays in

magnitude asdNH increases, and the total electron energy density
H exhibits a negative magnitude that also decreases when
lengthening the interaction, becoming positive for the longest
calculateddNH distances. In both cases, the behavior is too
complex to be fitted to a single exponential. It must be noticed
that, for a given complex, the sign of the energy densityH can
change fromF-BCP toæ-BCP.

At F-BCP the curvatures ofF(r ), λ| and λ⊥, are found
respectively proportional toG and V.15 According to these
relationships,λ⊥ is related to the concentration of the electron
distribution in the bonding region, as resulting from the
formation of the complex, whileλ| reflects the depletion of
F(r ) for a closed-shell interaction due to the repulsion between
electrons, as stated by Pauli’s principle for this kind of
interaction. Similar proportionalities also hold atæ-BCP, with
similar correlation factors (forG andV, R ) 0.9998 and 0.9997
at æ-BCP, andR ) 0.9988 and 0.9975 atF-BCP, respectively)
(Figure 6).

Close to æ-BCP, the action of the electric field on the
polarization ofF(r ) is qualitatively different along the bond axis
and in the perpendicular plane to that direction. Thus, along
the hydrogen bond direction, the electron distribution at both
sides of æ-BCP is polarized in opposite directions by the

Figure 5. (a) γ⊥ Vs γ| and (b)F Vs γ⊥ at æ-BCP (black symbols and
solid line) andF-BCP (white symbols and dashed line). Dotted lines
represent linear fittings without independent parameters.

Figure 6. (a) G Vs λ| and (b)V Vs λ⊥ at æ-BCP (black symbols and
solid line) and atF-BCP (white symbols and dashed line). Linear
functions fitted to the complexes are:G ) 14.89(4)λ| andV ) 63.5-
(2)λ⊥ at æ-BCP, andG ) 14.3(1)λ| andV ) 60.3(7)λ⊥ at F-BCP.
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electrostatic force, while outside the interaction direction the
electrostatic force press the electron distribution toward the bond
axis. In this way,F(r ) adapts to this situation by increasing the
parallel and the perpendicular curvatures atæ-BCP, which
become sharper. Outwardæ-BCP, the opposite electrostatic
forces onF(r ) along the parallel direction depletes the electron
distribution, thus increasing the kinetic energy, while in the
perpendicular direction the electrostatic force has a concentrating
effect increasing the potential energy.

4. Conclusions

The electrostatic potential in hydrogen-bonding regions
presents similar topological features than the electron density
distribution. Through topological analysis,æ(r) provides comple-
mentary information toF(r ), in particular concerning the effect
of electrostatic forces on the bond. For both scalar fields a
critical point is observed in the hydrogen-bonding region,
indicating that eachæ(r ) and F(r ) zero-flux surface separates
this region in two parts. ForF(r ), these parts are the atomic
basins, while foræ(r ) they correspond to two enclosed regions
(called finiteæ-basins) where the integrated net charge vanishes.
As æ(r ) closed zero-flux surfaces are impermeable to all the
field lines growing inside and outside the enclosed region,
æ-basins can be regarded as electrostatically isolated regions.

Theæ andF zero-flux surfaces divide the N‚‚‚H internuclear
space in three regions: region I is limited by theæ-surface and
contains the N-nucleus, region II is comprised between both
zero-flux surfaces, and region III is limited by theF-surface
and contains the H-nucleus. Thus, theæ-surface divides the N
atom basin in regions I and II, the first one corresponding to
the volume whereF(r ) screens completely the N-nucleus. While
region I has zero charge, region II is associated with the nitrogen
lone-pair and presents a negative net charge that equals the
magnitude of the positive charge of region III (qII + qIII ) 0)
because regions II and III form a finiteæ-basin. Therefore, the
electrostatic pairwise N‚‚‚H interaction involves these opposite
charged regions, which define the electrostatic basin where the
H-nucleus lies. It should be noted that, along the hydrogen-
bonding direction, region II exhibits an almost constant size of
∼13-14% of thedNH distance for all studied complexes.

The topological analysis ofæ(r ) is also helpful for deriving
a further detailed description ofF(r ) and the electrostatic forces
involved in the interaction. Through diagonalization of the
Hessian matrix at the critical points, three main curvatures of
æ(r ) that have dimensions of electron density are obtained. As
these curvatures are larger, the concentrating effect of the
electrostatic forces exerted onF(r ) in the bonding region is
larger. The split between the absolute value of the curvatures
parallel (γ|) and perpendicular (γ⊥) to the bond is, according to
Poisson’s equation, proportional to the electron density mag-
nitude and appears related to the repulsive forces from the
electrons in the bonding region. At the critical points, the
curvatures increase asdNH decreases at the same exponential
rate thatF, being roughly proportional between them and toF.
While γ| presents a clear exponential dependency and is mostly
unaffected by the environment of the interaction,γ⊥ and F
present larger scattering around the exponential curve and
depend more on the chemical complex.
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